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1. Php is a widely used open source web languages. because of its excellent features. has been more
and more sites using php technology development. In particular. it is particularly favored web2.0
site. A total of five books. including 21 chapters. Main php first explained the basics of the main
contents include acquaintance php. and html-based web server configuration. The main contents of
the second is php-based grammar. including basic knowledge of php. common process control.
commonly used functions. arrays. strings. html forms and documents basic operation. Part III
analyzes the development of common technology. php. mainly on the classes and objects. session
management. regular expressions and pattern matching and error debugging and exception
handling. Part IV details the content of the database. including database infrastructure. sql-based
language and mysql database. mysql data types. mysql database and the graphical management
tools. database optimization and php with databases. Fifth chapter is a comprehensive case papers.
through a specific example to explain how to use php for the actual development. The concept of
the...
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This publication may be worth purchasing. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then never. It is extremely di icult to leave it before
concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Ca ssa ndr a  V on-- Ca ssa ndr a  V on

It is simple in study easier to comprehend. It is one of the most awesome ebook i have read through. You wont truly feel monotony at at any moment of
your respective time (that's what catalogs are for concerning in the event you question me).
-- Clint Spor er-- Clint Spor er
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